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University of Stuttgart

● State university with
≈ 26000 students
● Founded 1829

(University since 1876)
● Interdisciplinary focus:

● Sciences
● Engineering
● Cultural Studies
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Institute for Natural Language Processing

● Part of
computer science department
● 3 full professors, 3 associate

professors/lecturers, 2 independent
research groups, 1 assistant professor
● Research across many areas of

computational linguistics
● Computational Linguistics

B. Sc. and M. Sc. programs
● Contribute to programs in

Digital Humanities, Computer Science,
Data Science
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Chair for Theoretical Computational Linguistics
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Current Ph.D. students and project staff

Felix Armbrust Laura Oberländer née Bostan Enrica Troiano
financial management structured emotion modelling emotion transfer
(4th year, BWL collab.) (4th year, DFG) (3rd year, IWM Tübingen collab.)

Amelie Wührl Aswathy Velutharambath Yarik Menchaca Resendiz
biomedical fact checking style transfer conditional text generation

(1st year, DFG) (1st year, external, 100 Worte GmbH) (incoming, DAAD)
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About Myself

● Computer scientist by training
● Minor subject psychology
● Research interests and current projects in machine

learning, biomedical text analysis, social media mining,
digital humanities, modelling psychological concepts
and emotions.
● Habilitation in modelling of affect in text.
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Slides and Collaborators

https://www.romanklinger.de/
talks/Klinger-Graz-2021-02.pdf

Evgeny Kim

Laura Oberländer

Enrica Troiano

Felix Casel, Jan Hofmann,
Amelie Heindl, Valentino Sabbatino,
Sebastian Padó, Kai Sassenberg
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Introduction

sender
content receiver

context

● My research is about understanding and changing the message regarding …:
● …the content
● …properties of the sender
● …impact on the receiver
● …impact of context
● …the relation between sender and receiver
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Research Life Cycle

hypothesis

how is a particular kind of information realized in data?

how to create a useful system?

digital humanities

literary studies

psychology

social sciences

life sciences social media mining

today: emotions
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Emotion Examples

Which emotion is associated with each
example?
How did you recognize that?
● “She became angry.”
● “A tear was running down his face.”
● “We will go for a walk.”
● “What was that?”
● “Sometimes I want to run away.”
● “He raised his hand.”

With this exercise, we discussed two things:
● What is an appropriate set of emotions?

(what we do next)
● How are they expressed/recognized?

(later today)
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Emotion Models – Basic Emotions

How to define a categorical system of emotions?
● Distinctive universal signals
● Presence in other primates
● Distinctive physiology
● Distinctive universals in antecedent events
● Coherence among emotional response
● Quick onset
● Brief duration
● Automatic appraisal
● Unbidden occurrence

Ekman (1992): An argument for basic emotions.
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Emotion Models – Basic Emotions

Are these categories structured?

Plutchik, R. (1980). A general psychoevolutionary
theory of emotion.
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Emotion Models – Valence-Arousal Model of Affect

● Perhaps predefined emotion categories do
not make sense?
● Perhaps mixtures and opposites do not

make sense, but there are other ways to
explain the relations between emotions?

Russell, R. (1980). A Circumplex Model of Affect.

V
al
en
ce

Arousal

content joyful

depressing angry

delighted

glad

alarmed

annoyed

frustratedmiserable

bored

tired

calm

satisfied

pleased
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Emotion Analysis: What we want to do.

Emotion Analysis Systems Category: Joy

Interesting from different perspectives:
● Computational linguistics and modelling:

● How to represent emotions as they occur in language?
● Psychology/Social sciences:

● Better understand emotions and their effects
● Applications ranging from humanities, social sciences over pharmacovigilance to

robotics and intelligent agents.
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Literary Studies: Reagan et al., 2016

Reagan et al., 2016.
The emotional arcs of stories are dominated by six basic shapes.
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Literary Studies: Reagan et al., 2016
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Literary Studies: Kim et al., 2017
joy sadness
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Kim et al., 2017.
Investigating the Relationship between Literary Genres and Emotional Plot Development.
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Literary Studies: Mohammad, 2011

Mohammad et al., 2011.
From Once Upon a Time to Happily Ever After: Tracking Emotions in Novels and Fairy Tales.
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Happiness in Art and Public: Dodds 2009

Dodds et al. 2009. Measuring the Happiness of Large-Scale Written Expression: Songs, Blogs, and Presidents.
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Happiness in Art and Public: Dodds 2009
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Emotions and Emotion Analysis

Which
emotion did

the sender feel
when writing a

message?

Which emotion is expressed in
the text? Towards whom?
What caused the emotion?

Which
emotion is the
message likely
to cause in the

reader?

context
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How do these emotion models help NLP?

● Ekman:
● Serves as a categorical system for text classification.

● Plutchik:
● Serves as a categorical system for text classification.
● Models have been proposed which build classifiers that consider the structure of the wheel.

(e.g., Suttles/Ide (2013):
Distant Supervision for Emotion Classification with Discrete Binary Values. CICLING.)

● Russel:
● Serves as a basis for regression tasks.
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Emotions and Events

Emotions and Events are linked in (at least) two ways:

Emotions are events
● “Donald is happy about

his birthday present.”
● FrameNet Emotion Directed Frame:

● Event: “happy”
● Experiencer: “Donald”
● Stimulus: “his birthday present”
● …

⇒ Motivated the task of
emotion semantic role labeling
(we’ll talk about that now for a bit)

Events cause emotions
● “There is a car on fire.”

● Relevant event for the speaker, might
cause fear.

● Requires interpretation of events to infer
possible emotions.

● Little previous work
● Udochukwu/He (2015), Shaikh et al.

(2009), Balahur et al. (2011)
● (main part of today’s talk,

coming up next)
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Emotions are Events

1347

When I mentioned the house, he seemed surprised.
event character surprise

cause experiencer

Figure 1: Example annotation from Hugo (1885), with one character, an emotion word, and event and
cause and experiencer annotations.

All laughed at the mistake, and none louder than the forth member of the parliament . . .
character disgust

joy
other strong joy character

experiencer target target experiencer

Figure 2: Example annotation from Stimson (1943), with two characters who are experiencers of different
emotions. Disgust and joy are annotated as a mixture of emotions. Both emotions have the same target.

Fewer works exist for English. Neviarouskaya and Aono (2013) annotate 500 sentences from an
online forum with experiencer, emotion, and emotion cause and present a method for extracting linguistic
relations between an emotion and its cause. Ghazi et al. (2015) collect exemplary sentences from FrameNet
that have cause annotation and implement a model that extracts the causes of emotions. Following a
similar approach, Mohammad et al. (2014) annotate Tweets for semantic roles.

Conceptually, our work partially overlaps with the FactBank corpus (Saurí and Pustejovsky, 2009),
where “who thinks what” is taken into account as well. However, in contrast to FactBank, we do not
predefine event-selecting predicates for emotion causes and targets, as those are defined by the annotators.
In this sense, our work is also different from aspect-based sentiment analysis, where aspects of reviewed
products are often predefined.

3 Annotation Task

The goal of the REMAN annotation project is to create a dataset of excerpts from fictional texts that are
annotated for the phrases that lead to the association of the text with an emotion, the experiencer of the
emotion (a character in the text, if mentioned), the target and the cause of the emotion, if mentioned (e. g.,
an entity, or event). An example of such an annotation is shown in Figures 1 and 2. As it can be seen from
these depictions, each annotation includes textual span annotations such as emotions, characters, events,
as well as relation annotations that establish relations between different text spans (cause, experiencer,
target). In the following, we describe the conceptual background for each annotation layer in detail. The
complete annotation guidelines are available online together with the corpus.

3.1 Phrase Annotation

3.1.1 Emotion

We conceptualize emotions as one’s experience that falls in the categories in Plutchik’s classification of
emotions, namely anger, fear, trust, disgust, joy, sadness, surprise, and anticipation. In addition, we
allow annotation with the class other emotion that covers cases when the emotion expressed in the text
cannot be reliably categorized into one of the predefined eight classes. A list of the emotions along with
example realizations can be found in Appendix A, Table 5.

Annotators are instructed to prefer span annotations of key words (e. g., “afraid”), except cases when
emotions are only expressed with a phrase (e. g., “tense and frightened”) or indirectly (e. g., “the corners
of her mouth went down”). Additionally, emotion spans are marked to be intensified (i. e., amplified),
diminished (i. e., downtoned) and negated without marking the modifier or including the modifier. Each
span is associated with one or more emotions (exemplified in Figure 2).
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Who Feels What and Why?

Annotation of a Literature Corpus with Semantic Roles of Emotions

Evgeny Kim and Roman Klinger

Institut für Maschinelle Sprachverarbeitung
University of Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 5b, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

evgeny.kim@ims.uni-stuttgart.de
roman.klinger@ims.uni-stuttgart.de

Abstract

Most approaches to emotion analysis in fictional texts focus on detecting the emotion expressed
in text. We argue that this is a simplification which leads to an overgeneralized interpretation
of the results, as it does not take into account who experiences an emotion and why. Emotions
play a crucial role in the interaction between characters and the events they are involved in. Until
today, no specific corpora that capture such an interaction were available for literature. We aim
at filling this gap and present a publicly available corpus based on Project Gutenberg, REMAN
(Relational EMotion ANnotation), manually annotated for spans which correspond to emotion
trigger phrases and entities/events in the roles of experiencers, targets, and causes of the emotion.
We provide baseline results for the automatic prediction of these relational structures and show
that emotion lexicons are not able to encompass the high variability of emotion expressions and
demonstrate that statistical models benefit from joint modeling of emotions with its roles in all
subtasks. The corpus that we provide enables future research on the recognition of emotions
and associated entities in text. It supports qualitative literary studies and digital humanities. The
corpus is available at http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/reman.

Title and Abstract in German

Wer fühlt was und warum?
Annotation eines Literaturkorpus mit Semantischen Rollen von Emotionen

Die meisten Ansätze in der Emotionsanalyse in Literatur beschränken sich auf die Erkennung
der Emotion. Wir nehmen in dieser Arbeit an, dass dies eine starke Vereinfachung darstellt. Es
wird ignoriert, welche Figur die Emotion empfindet und wodurch sie ausgelöst wurde. Dies ist
ungünstig, da Emotionen eine entscheidende Rolle bei der Interaktion zwischen Figuren und
mit Ereignissen spielen. Allerdings war bisher kein annotiertes Korpus verfügbar, welches all
diese Komponenten erfasst. In diesem Aufsatz präsentieren wir das Korpus REMAN (Relational
EMotion ANotation), welches diese Lücke füllt. Es basiert auf Ausschnitten von Texten aus dem
Projekt Gutenberg, welche auf Phrasenebene mit Emotionen sowie dem Empfindenden, dem Ziel
sowie der Ursache der Emotion annotiert sind. Wir präsentieren eine Analyse des Korpus und
stellen erste Ergebnisse eines automatischen Vorhersagemodells vor, welches die Grenzen von
Wörterbuch-Verfahren aufzeigt. Des Weiteren zeigen wir, dass statistische Modelle von einer
gemeinsamen Modellierung der verschiedenen Teilaufgaben profitieren. Unser Korpus unterstützt
die Literaturwissenschaften sowie digitalen Geisteswissenschaften und ermöglicht die Erstellung
von Modellen zur feingranularen automatischen Vorhersage von Emotionen. Das Korpus ist
verfügbar unter http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/reman.

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Emotions are Events

1359

B Genre and author composition

Subject headings Most frequent author # texts

Fiction, Christian fiction MacDonald George 178
Historical fiction (translations), Epic literature Hugo Victor 107
Social fiction Dostoevsky Fyodor 63
Domestic fiction, Single women Gissing George 45
Young men, Bildungsroman Thackeray William 42
Love stories James Henry 38
Didactic fiction Eliot George 36
Political fiction Atherton Gertrude Franklin Horn 35
Historical fiction (translations), France Dumas Alexandre 35
German fiction (translations), Social classes Freytag Gustav 22

Table 7: Most frequent subject headings and authors in the corpus. Subject headings are taken from
Project Gutenberg metadata and are shortened for readability.

C Excerpt from the corpus file

<document author="Glasgow Ellen" author_death_year="1945" book_title="The Battle Ground" doc_id="6872"
genre="Historical fiction" url="http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/6872">

<text>In loving me, my darling?" "In loving you like that." "Nonsense.</text>
<adjudicated>

<spans>
<span annotation_id="51002" annotatorId="B"

cbegin="17" cend="24" type="character">darling</span>
<span annotation_id="49637" annotatorId="A"

cbegin="31" cend="37" type="joy">loving</span>
<span annotation_id="49644" annotatorId="A"

cbegin="31" cend="37" type="trust">loving</span>
<span annotation_id="50015" annotatorId="B|A"

cbegin="38" cend="41" type="character">you</span>
</spans>
<relations>

<relation annotatorId="B" left="17" right="37" relation_id="51009" source_annotation_id="49637"
target_annotation_id="51002" type="experiencer">darling[CHARACTER]...loving[JOY]</relation>

<relation annotatorId="B|A" left="31" relation_id="50022" right="41" source_annotation_id="49637"
target_annotation_id="50015" type="target">loving[JOY]...you[CHARACTER]</relation>

</relations>
</adjudicated>
<other>

<spans>
<span altTo="49644" annotation_id="49581" annotatorId="C" cbegin="31" cend="37"

type="other�emotion">loving</span>
</spans>
<relations />

</other>
</document>

Figure 4: Excerpt from REMAN corpus.
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Vision: Automatic Relation Extraction for Network Analysis

Albert

Lotte

Werther

love

love

anger

COVID19

P1 P2 P3 P4

fear

fear fear fear

P5 P6 P7

sadness

P8
surprise
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Emotion Semantic Role Labeling as Sequence Labeling

Example
“[ John

experiencer
] [hates

cue
] [ cars

target
] because they [pollute the environment

stimulus
].”

Corpora

● Tweets with Cue, Stimulus, Experiencer, Target: Mohammad et al. (2014)
● Blogs with Stimuli: Ghazi et al. (2015)
● Literature, with Cue, Stimulus, Experiencer, Target: Kim/Klinger (2018)

with Stimuli: Gao et al. (2017)
● News headlines with Cue, Stimulus, Experiencer, Target: Bostan/Kim/Klinger (2020)
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Emotion Stimulus Detection

Token Sequence Labeling vs. Clause Classification
O O O O O B I I O

John hates cars because they pollute the environment .

No Stimulus Stimulus
[ John hates cars ] [ because they pollute the environment. ]

● Clause classification is standard formulation in Mandarin (Gui et al., 2017)
● We showed that token sequence labeling outperforms clause classification in English

(Oberländer/Klinger 2020).
⇒ Now we move to event interpretations to infer an emotion (“events cause emotions”)
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Definition of emotions and their linguistic realizations

Emotion (Scherer, 2005)
Emotions are “an episode of interrelated,
synchronized changes in the states of […] five
organismic subsystems in response to the
evaluation of a […] stimulus-event …”

“There is 
a car on 
fire.”

He was 
trembling.

“I feel bad.” “Uh, FU**.”

Cognitive
Appraisal

“This situation is
not in line with my goals.”

“Let’s run away.”

ExpressionFeeling Bodily 
symptom 

Action 
tendency
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Appraisal-based Emotion Classification

Emotion Analysis Systems Category: Joy

Feeler: “I”

Cue: “so happy”

Cause: “passed my habilitation”

Report of subjective feeling

Event appraisal
(No report of bodily symptoms, action tendencies)

Vocal Expression

Semantic Role Labeling Component Process Model

Appraisals

Pleasantness: High

Responsibility: High

Expected Effort: Low

Certainty: High

Attention: Medium

Attention: Medium

Sit. Control: Low

Category: Joy
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Emotion Components

Emotion Analysis Systems Category: Joy

Feeler: “I”

Cue: “so happy”

Cause: “passed my habilitation”

Report of subjective feeling

Event appraisal
(No report of bodily symptoms, action tendencies)

Vocal Expression

Semantic Role Labeling Component Process Model

Appraisals

Pleasantness: High

Responsibility: High

Expected Effort: Low

Certainty: High

Attention: Medium

Attention: Medium

Sit. Control: Low

Category: Joy
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Does Component Knowledge help Emotion Classification?

● Annotation of two corpora: TEC (Tweets) and REMAN (literature) for components
● Labels of TEC (one-of):

anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise
● Labels of REMAN (many-of):

anger, disgust, joy, sadness, fear, surprise, trust, anticipation, other, neutral
● 2041 Tweets, 1000 sentence triples from Project Gutenberg
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Does Component Knowledge help Emotion Classification?

Examples
Cognitive
● I can’t stop.
● found my old lava lamp!

Bodily Reaction
● She did not know; she trembled.
● Apparently i might have alcohol

poisoning. #stupidgirl
Subjective
● Woman–woman–I love thee!
● bad day

Motivation
● We’re going out tonight.
● Sometimes I wanna take your head and

ram it into mirrors.
Expression
● An expression of annoyance appeared on

the emperor’s face.
● Finals tomorrow... ugh
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Machine Learning models

Emotion

Neural

Text

Network

Components

Neural

Text

Network

Emotion

Neural

Text

Network

Components
Neural
Network

Emotion

Neural

Text

Network

Component

Neural

Text

Network

Neural Network
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How well can we predict components?
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Does Component Prediction help Emotion Categorization?
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Cognitive Appraisal

Emotion Analysis Systems Category: Joy

Feeler: “I”

Cue: “so happy”

Cause: “passed my habilitation”

Report of subjective feeling

Event appraisal
(No report of bodily symptoms, action tendencies)

Vocal Expression

Semantic Role Labeling Component Process Model

Appraisals

Pleasantness: High

Responsibility: High

Expected Effort: Low

Certainty: High

Attention: Medium

Attention: Medium

Sit. Control: Low

Category: Joy
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Abstract

Automatic emotion categorization has been predominantly formulated as text classification in
which textual units are assigned to an emotion from a predefined inventory, for instance following
the fundamental emotion classes proposed by Paul Ekman (fear, joy, anger, disgust, sadness,
surprise) or Robert Plutchik (adding trust, anticipation). This approach ignores existing psycho-
logical theories to some degree, which provide explanations regarding the perception of events.
For instance, the description that somebody discovers a snake is associated with fear, based on
the appraisal as being an unpleasant and non-controllable situation. This emotion reconstruction
is even possible without having access to explicit reports of a subjective feeling (for instance
expressing this with the words “I am afraid.”). Automatic classification approaches therefore need
to learn properties of events as latent variables (for instance that the uncertainty and the mental
or physical effort associated with the encounter of a snake leads to fear). With this paper, we
propose to make such interpretations of events explicit, following theories of cognitive appraisal
of events, and show their potential for emotion classification when being encoded in classification
models. Our results show that high quality appraisal dimension assignments in event descriptions
lead to an improvement in the classification of discrete emotion categories. We make our corpus
of appraisal-annotated emotion-associated event descriptions publicly available.

1 Introduction

The task of emotion analysis is commonly formulated as classification or regression in which textual units
(documents, paragraphs, sentences, words) are mapped to a predefined reference system, for instance
the sets of fundamental emotions fear, anger, joy, surprise, disgust, and sadness proposed by Ekman
(1999), or by Plutchik (2001), which includes also trust and anticipation. Machine learning-based models
need to figure out which words point to a particular emotion experienced by a reader, by the author of
a text, or a character in it. Depending on the resource which has been annotated, the description of an
emotion experience can vary. On Twitter, for instance, other than direct reports of an emotion state (“I
feel depressed”), hashtags are used as emotion labels to enrich the description of events and stances (“I
just got my exam result #sad”). In news articles, emotional events are sometimes explicitly mentioned
(“couple infuriate officials” (Bostan et al., 2020)) and other times require world knowledge (“Tom Cruise
and Katie Holmes set wedding date”, labeled as surprise (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007)). In literature,
a sequence of events which forms the narrative leads to an emotion in the reader. In this paper, we focus
on those texts which communicate emotions without an explicit emotion word, but rather describe events
for which an emotion association is evident.

Such textual examples became popular in natural language processing research with the use of the data
generated in the ISEAR project (Scherer and Wallbott, 1997). The project led to a dataset of descriptions
of events triggering specific affective states, which was originally collected to study event interpretations
with a psychological focus. In text analysis, to infer the emotion felt by the writers of those reports, an

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Appraisal Annotation

Most probably, at the time when the event happened, the writer…
● …wanted to devote further attention to the event. (Attention)
● …was certain about what was happening. (Certainty)
● …had to expend mental or physical effort to deal with the situation. (Effort)
● …found that the event was pleasant. (Pleasantness)
● …was responsible for the situation. (Responsibility)
● …found that he/she was in control of the situation. (Control)
● …found that the event could not have been changed/influenced by anyone. (Circumstance)

(following concepts by Smith/Ellsworth, 1985)
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Corpus Selection

Corpus Annotation

Appraisal Prediction

Emotion Prediction

● Reannotation of event-centered corpus: Troiano/Padó/Klinger, 2019
● “Remember an event which triggered [emotion] and describe it:

‘I felt [emotion word], when…’ ”
● 1001 event descriptions, stratified by emotion

(anger, disgust, fear, guilt, joy, shame, sadness)

Examples

● I felt [sadness] when I saw a homeless cat on the street.
● I felt [shame] when someone commented that I was looking very untidy.
● I felt [anger] when the police did not update me on a crime.
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Annotation Results

Anger
Attention

Certainty

Effort

PleasantRespons.

Control

Circum.

Disgust
Attention
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Circum.
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Control
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Attention
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Attention
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Control
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Machine Learning Models

Emotion
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Modelling Results

How well can we predict appraisal dimensions from text?
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Modelling Results

Can this approach improve emotion classification?
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Summary

● We presented the first work that combines
● emotion component process model,
● appraisal classification

with emotion classification
● Emotion component prediction helps to improve emotion classification
● Appraisal prediction has potential to improve emotion classification
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Outlook

● How to make appraisals help emotion classification?
more data and other multi task learning methods
● Are the appraisal annotations meaningful?

we study that by directly asking event experiencers
● Does knowledge of semantic role positions in text improve emotion classification?

Yes, see Oberländer/Reich/Klinger (2020).
● Can we exploit SRL information/stimulus together with appraisal?

Maybe, that is a plan to investigate in the future.
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Check out our whole lecture on emotion analysis!

www.emotionanalysis.de
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Thank you for your
attention.

Questions? Remarks?

?

Thanks to
● Ph.D. Students

● Enrica Troiano
● Evgeny Kim
● Laura Oberländer née Bostan

● Collaborators
● Kai Sassenberg
● Sebastian Padó

● Undergrads+Master Students
● Amelie Heindl
● Felix Casel
● Jan Hofmann
● Valentino Sabbatino
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